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Reach Lode cycle bridge opens
National Cycle Route 11 re-routed via the Wicken Spine Route
linking Wicken Fen to Anglesey Abbey. See page 7.
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Co-ordinator’s comment

Co-ordinator’s comment
Charity number 1138098
We’re pleased to announce that Cambridge
Cycling Campaign is now a Charity, working
to promote cycling for the public benefit in
and around Cambridge. Read more about
this excellent news on page 4.
If you like what you see in this newsletter,
add your voice to those of our 1,100
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year,
discounts at a large number of bike shops,
and you will be supporting our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club, but a voluntary
organisation promoting cycling for public
benefit and representing the concerns
of cyclists in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first
Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00pm
at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2009-2010
Co-ordinator and Chair of Trustees –
Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Jim Chisholm
Membership Secretary
and Trustees’ Secretary – David Earl
Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Treasurer – Chris Dorling
Events Officer – Simon Nuttall
Recruitment Officer – John Cooter
Press and Publicity Officer – Robin Heydon
Officers without portfolio – Vanessa Kelly,
Phil Lee, Paul Robison and James Woodburn
(and three vacancies)

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN
Telephone: (01223) 690718
Fax: (07092) 376664
Internet: www.camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk
This newsletter is printed on recycled paper
by Victoire Press, Bar Hill.
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Bikeability and Cycling England
The news (see page 4) that Cycling England,
and therefore many of its programmes such
as the great Bikeability scheme, could be
facing the chop is disastrous for the future
of cycling in this country. We are trying our
hardest to stop such a development. It is
possible that an announcement will already
have been made by the time this Newsletter
is published.
Bikeability has led to a revolution in cycle
training for children (and adults also) around
the country. The old Cycling Proficiency
sometimes involved training by people who

Bikeability has led to
a revolution in cycle
training for children
and adults
did not cycle, or playground-only exercises
that do not reflect the realities of cycling on
our streets today. However, the Cambridge
scheme does seem to have been run better
than the national average. Bikeability has
been highly effective, with a large uptake
(300,000 nationally, and a high number
in the Cambridge area), for only £15 m a
year. As well as promoting physical activity
amongst the young, Bikeability should
mean that all these children will grow up
to become better drivers in later life, being
more used to the issues faced by cyclists.
Cycling England’s other flagship scheme,
the Cycling Demonstration Towns, has
seen similarly encouraging improvements.
Cambridge is of course one of the Towns,
and here we are seeing the implementation
this year of a variety of schemes, including
various links to villages around Cambridge,
the Gilbert Road improvements, increases
in cycle parking, reallocation of road space
on Hills Road Bridge, a notable increase
in promotional activity, and much more.
(Thankfully, work underway or scheduled
is already funded and not at risk from
future cuts.)

A further important aspect of the Towns
is the requirement that schemes meet a
higher set of standards than has hitherto
been the case, hence the welcome absence
of substandard 1.2m cycle lanes in the
new schemes.
Just as worrying, though, is the idea that
cycling would no longer have an internal
advocate in the Department for Transport.
Passing on the responsibility for improving
cycling conditions to local councils without
well-thought-out guidance, without ringfenced funding, and without the impetus
that comes from a dedicated cycling body
means that councils will be under little
pressure to do anything about an already
marginalised mode of transport.
If the worst comes to the worst,
Cambridgeshire would hopefully buck that
possible trend, but would find it difficult
to do so without the funds and thus the
personnel. Members need to be prepared to
pressure the County Council in the coming
months as cuts bite.

Summer events
This summer has seen some terrific cyclingpromotion events.
The I Bike Cambridge event (reported on
pages 8-9) on Parker’s Piece was a splendid
weekend with a number of innovative stalls
and events, such as Amy Fleuriot’s fashion
show. In terms of our own events, we held
two great ‘Ride For Joy’ events. And our
stall, with the wonderful yellow stall bike,
came out on several occasions to increase
recruitment and tell people about what’s
going on.
We congratulate Cycle Cambridge at
the County Council for their work, and
everyone else who has helped out in various
ways with our own events.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator

AGM
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Annual General Meeting
This year’s Annual General Meeting will be on Tuesday 2 November
2010, 7.30 pm for 8 pm (ending by 10 pm), at the Friends’ Meeting
House on Jesus Lane. All are very welcome.

And, last but not least, there are up to seven Officers Without
Portfolio who are also invaluable for the general campaigning work
being done.

The evening will begin with a talk by a guest speaker, followed by
an opportunity for questions.

You can find out more about the roles of the Committee members
at www.camcycle.org.uk/about/constitution/#committee

Our speaker this year:
Mike Davies, Cycle Cambridge

Martin Lucas-Smith

Mike Davies, is the manager for the Cambridge Cycling
Demonstration Town programme. He will tell us about the huge
amount of work that has been going on, and what the future
holds for cycling improvements in Cambridge. This should be an
interesting talk which all members will find of relevance to their
daily journeys.

Formal AGM business
The business of the AGM will then follow, including elections to
the Committee.
Any motions for the AGM must reach the Co-ordinator via our
usual contact details by Sunday 10 October 2010. We will contact
all members to give more information on the AGM shortly after.
Minutes of the last AGM will be sent round our members’ e-mail
list a week in advance (or you can request a postal copy from us).

Elections
The AGM is the time at which a new Committee is elected. The
Committee represents the ‘front line’ of the Campaign. On your
behalf, its members assist with consultation responses, attend
meetings, and administer aspects of the Campaign, all depending
on the time they can spare.
It is an excellent opportunity to become more involved in the
Campaign, promote cycling, learn about local government, and
thus, we hope, make a real difference to cycling in Cambridge.
As our charitable status application has now been approved, the
elections this year will be the first for the new Board of Trustees
that will form the Committee.
All the Committee posts, as listed below, are up for election –
please consider standing!
An important change from previous years is that, to stand, under
the new constitution of the charity, you need to have a proposer
who will sign a note of support to stand before the start of the
meeting.
The posts are:
•

Co-ordinator (and Chair of the Charity)

•

Membership Secretary (and Secretary of the Charity)

•

Treasurer (and Treasurer of the Charity)

•

Liaison Officer

•

Newsletter Editor

•

Events Officer

•

Recruitment Officer

•

Press Officer

Mike Davies, our AGM speaker, promoting cycling during this
year’s Bike Week on Parker’s Piece
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Campaign news

Charity number 1138098
Cambridge Cycling Campaign is now
a charity! This follows the clear vote by
members at the 2008 AGM to apply for
charitable status. Several Committee
members have also worked hard to carry
out the necessary administrative changes.

The charity’s Objects

vi. the advancement of education
by whatever means the Trustees think fit,
including the provision of cycling facilities,
services, training, educational activities,
and lobbying and campaigning in matters
relating to cycling and other forms of
transport.

The charity’s objects (‘the Objects’) are:

This means that the Campaign’s work is
legally required to be within these bounds.

to promote cycling for the public benefit
in and around Cambridge as a means
of furthering the following charitable
purposes:

You can view the formal statement
of
the
charity’s
details
on
the
Charity
Commission
web
site
at
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/charityinfo

i.

The new constitution is available at
www.camcycle.org.uk/about/constitution
and the members of the Committee are
now trustees of the charity. They have
responsibility in law for the activities of
the charity.

the promotion of public health,

ii. the promotion of the conservation and
protection of the environment,
iii. the promotion of cycling for the public
benefit, by promoting, assisting,
facilitating and protecting the use of
bicycles and similar vehicles on public
roads and publicly accessible routes,
iv. the promotion of public
particularly on the highways,

safety,

v. the promotion of healthy recreation in
the interests of social welfare, and

Benefits
The benefits of this new status are expected
to be to:
•

•

enhance our reputation as the leading
cycling advocacy organisation in the
area, and to improve our ability to argue
for better cycling conditions

•

enable us to claim Gift Aid on donations

•

improve our ability to obtain grants or
matched funding

•

improve the likelihood of being able to
run a direct debit facility

•

clarify our responsibility in the event of
someone suing the Campaign

•

enhance our systems of governance
through the external regulation that
being a charity brings

•

provide
members
with
further
reassurance of the security of their
membership subscriptions and personal
details

•

make it potentially more straightforward
to consider recruiting someone as a
consultant or an employee.

emphasise that our focus is the public
benefit and not a narrow sectional
interest

Save Bikeability and Cycling England
Rumours emerged in the national media
during August that Cycling England might
be scrapped. That would also put the future
of the Bikeability cycle training scheme
under threat.
On 10 September, we published this open
letter to the Secretary of State for Transport,
Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP, on a website
we set up, www.SaveCyclingEngland.org.
CycleNation, the federation of cycle groups
around the country, gave its backing to our
letter. It is possible that an announcement
may have been made by the time you
read this.
We know you, as the Secretary of State,
have to make difficult decisions because of
the scale of government cutbacks. Transport
will be particularly heavily affected.
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We are extremely concerned at the rumours
emerging that Cycling England and its
programmes could be facing the chop.
Most worrying would be the loss of the very
successful Bikeability child cycle training
scheme. We urge you to think twice
and look at the facts before considering
scrapping these.

At the very least, please ensure that
Bikeability cycle training is retained,
along with as many other of the programmes
detailed below as possible.

As you know, Cycling England is the small
but highly effective part of the Department
for Transport which deals with getting
“more people cycling, more safely, more
often”. It has achieved an enormous amount
with a tiny budget, and is well-aligned to
your government’s localism agenda.

Bikeability cycle training is the flagship
scheme which must be maintained. It
has been enormously successful, seeing a
huge uptake by children, schools and local
authorities for what has been a professional
and well-marketed scheme. Children
are being taught valuable road-safety
awareness early in life, giving them muchneeded freedom. Indeed, cycle training at
an early age has the effect of creating better
and safer drivers later on in life when they
learn to drive.

Before the election, the Conservative Party
said that: ‘encouraging cycling will be a
major priority for a future Conservative
Government
as
it
already is for the
administration
in
London’. How will you
achieve that without
Bikeability or something
similar to do it?

Improving health, freedom and
safety – particularly for children

Around 300,000 children per year are
now doing Bikeability and 80% of local
authorities have signed up, all at a cost of
only £15m.

Campaign news

Cycling is also a perfect solution to the
obesity epidemic: it promotes active
lifestyles without requiring any extra time
or money. It is something that children and
adults are enthusiastic about doing, when
they are given the opportunity to do so.
Scrapping Cycling England would be
disastrous for the prospects for sustainable
transport in the UK, particularly in terms of
health. It would also undermine efforts to
decrease irresponsible cycling.
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It has only three staff working full-time, it
has no expensive office of its own, and is
run at arm’s length from the DfT to avoid the
top-down ‘Whitehall knows best’ approach.
It has stimulated people and Local
Authorities locally around the country to
getting people on their bikes, using local
talent and resources, and passing on to
them the (minimal) funds needed to do so.

Cycling: achieving more gains
with little money
The Department for Transport’s own model
(WebTAG) for economic appraisal of cycling
schemes give a very high rate of return in
transport terms: a benefit:cost ratio of
3:1 (www. camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl92ce).
Work by Sustrans also gives even higher
benefit ratios, up to 33:1 in some cases.
In other words, you can achieve a lot more
by putting small amounts of money into
cycling, than by spending much larger
amounts on anything else. Yet current
funding of around £60m/year is well under
what places like the Netherlands spend.
So there is actually much more that could
be done.

An efficient body working within
the localism agenda
We know that your government is
determined to reduce the number of
unaccountable
and
money-sapping
‘quangos’ in government. But Cycling
England is not one of these.

Successful schemes which need
to be built upon
Secretary of State, you will be aware that, in
its five-year existence, Cycling England has
been responsible for a range of successful
projects, all run for a tiny fraction of overall
transport funding, including:
Bikeability: As mentioned above, the
nationwide cycle training scheme, teaching
children (benefiting around 300,000
per year) and adults to cycle safely and
responsibly, at a time when there is an
enormous need to encourage healthy
lifestyles, promote safe use of roads, and
give children freedom;
Cycling Demonstration Towns: Enabling
over 2.5m people in 18 towns around
the country to benefit from considerably
increased levels of infrastructure funding to
make roads safer and cycle-friendly, to get
more people on their bikes;

Cycling England – £60m
Other transport funding –
£15.362bn
For all these reasons, Cycling England seems
highly in line with the government’s localism
and low-cost agenda.
And you will be aware that Cycling England’s
budget is £60m – a grain of sand in the
overall £15.36bn Department for Transport
budget. Destroying Cycling England would
make virtually zero difference in terms of
finding savings.

Health-related projects to promote
cycling as a means of addressing the obesity
epidemic and tackling sedentary lifestyles;
Professional support for Local Authorities
to ensure that practitioners on-the-ground
get cycling right;
Creating design standards and guidance
available to highway engineers;
Railway/cycling integration, getting train
companies to take cycling seriously
Events and projects all around the
country (including Bike Week), ranging
from education initiatives, promoting
cycling to minority groups, travel planning
for businesses and much more.
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Campaign news

The ‘other place’
Prior to the existence of Cycling England, cycling was an unfunded,
minority interest tucked away within the Department for Transport,
with little funding or political will.
Another key benefit has been to offer the Government one
authoritative voice for cycling matters rather than a string of
conflicting requests from different parts of government.

Cycling’s perfect fit with cross-governmental
agendas
The benefits to society and the environment of getting more people
cycling are immense: not only environmentally, but also in terms
of reduced congestion and pollution, a more efficient transport
network, improved health, fewer accidents, accessibility to those
on low incomes, and more.
Mr Hammond, we urge you to stick to the government’s
stated commitments to put the environment at the heart of
Government, and ensure that Cycling England, and Bikeability
in particular, are spared from the cuts you have to make.
Eliminating support for the most environmentally-friendly
form of transport would considerably undermine efforts to
improve health and reduce congestion.

The Campaign regularly arranges study tours to look at various
aspects of cycling in other places. Previous tours have visited
Groningen, York, Århus, Münster and Assen. This year we went
somewhere closer to hand, that we have also visited before: The
Other Place, also known as Oxford.
The visit took place on the weekend of 14‑15 August, with five of
our members (who all happen to be Committee members) being
hosted by Cyclox, our Oxford counterpart. We met up at Oxford’s
Gloucester Green Bus Station on Friday evening and went out to
get something to eat with our hosts and discussed plans for the
following day before going off to our accommodation with Cyclox
members.
Much of Saturday was spent cycling around the city looking at what
our hosts had dubbed ‘The Good, The OK and The Ugly’ – the
cycling facilities. The tour was split into three parts, each including
some facilities which fell in to each category. The first leg ended

Stop press
The rumours have significant foundation: Cycling England appears
on a list of dozens of quangos proposed for abolition leaked to the
Daily Telegraph at the end of September.

at Keble College where we met a cycling officer from Oxfordshire
County Council, who talked us through a recent survey of cyclists
they had done. The second leg took us to a pub in Old Marston,
where we had lunch; and the third leg, which took up most of
the afternoon, covered a very
large area and a wide range of
facilities. We ended up back at
Keble College for a discussion
of our impressions of cycling
in Oxford and how we felt it
compared to Cambridge. We
then spent a very pleasant
evening having dinner at a
‘secret location’ in the north
of the city – which turned out
to be the home of one of the
Cyclox members. On Sunday,
some of us went on a ride
out into the countryside while
others preferred to explore
the city further before getting
the afternoon bus back to
Cambridge.
The trip was very interesting
and informative, thanks to the
efforts of our hosts, and we hope to arrange a reciprocal visit in the
future. We plan to produce a more detailed report comparing here
and there and considering whether there are things we can learn
from Oxford in the next issue of the Newsletter.
Chris Dorling
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Reach Lode cycle bridge opens

National Cycle Route 11 has been re-routed
to use the new Reach Lode bridge which
opened on 12 September. The new route,
which runs roughly parallel with the River
Cam, links Wicken Fen to Anglesey Abbey
on cycleways and tiny fen roads which carry
almost no traffic. In addition, the verge
cycleway between Lode and the edge of
Bottisham village has been widened to create
a link to NCN51 and thence to Cambridge.
It hasn't been surfaced well, however, the
previous footway having been retained for
half the width, and while the new route
through the fen is a highly attractive option
for everyone, the link to Bottisham is only
for the wary, the road remaining the route
of choice for most cyclists. However, the
associated signal-controlled crossing of the
Stow to Burwell B-road at Lode crossroads
will be extremely useful. It is often hard to
get across here just because of the volume
of traffic.
The opening was celebrated by two groups
of more than a hundred cyclists, one
starting from Anglesey Abbey and the other
from Wicken to meet at the new bridge.
The bridge is an elegant arch, visible across
the flat fen landscape for some way. All the
lodes are higher than the drained landscapes
surrounding them, so the bridge not only
has to clear the water level for navigation,
but also climb up from a couple of metres
below sea level to get to the water level in
the first place. North of the bridge, a newly
constructed 1.5 km cycleway provides the
link to Burwell Lode. The new cycleway is
wide and smooth, though with fine gravel

rather than tarmac. A couple of the tracks
running east have also been opened up and
signposted for cycling, thus offering many
more links to the surrounding villages.

More to do
The new route has been named The Lodes
Way. It is part of the National Trust's wider
Wicken Fen vision, to return to grassland
and wetland a huge area between Wicken
and Cambridge. This is a long-term plan
– 100 years! We've reported on this in a
couple of previous Newsletters.

to Clayhithe bridge and would cross the
river there. However, about a kilometre gap
remains between Clayhithe and the White
Fen Drove road. It seems the landowner
here is uncooperative. Indeed, though there
is a public right of way for walkers, several
of you have told us that the landowner is
positively hostile towards cycling and to
cyclists using this route. Forging this last link
in the chain looks like being a significant
problem.
But let's not leave this on a sour note. The
new route opens up access to a previously
difficult area and provides lots of scope for
cycling away from traffic. Many people at
the National Trust and Sustrans have put
in much time and money into creating this
excellent facility. I'd particularly recommend
cycling from Cambridge to Ely and then
getting the train back. There's a café and
toilets at Wicken Fen visitor centre, a little
over half way.

The spine cycleway, however, is a much
closer prospect. Two obstacles remain.
Burwell Lode bridge is an old footbridge
with nine steep steps either side. Channels
have been installed to try to make getting
cycles over easier, but it is nevertheless
a struggle. Trailers and trikes would be
very hard to manage, not to mention a
wheelchair or on horseback. This is in hand,
David Earl
however, with some
interesting
designs
Two rides meet up at the bridge for an opening party
for a new bridge on
display. The National
Trust anticipates being
able to build this 'in
the next couple of
years'.
More
problematic
apparently is getting
NCN11 over to the
Cam. The other end
presently follows the
Cam towpath north
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I Bike Cambridge - fashion comes to Parker’s Piece
A bright sunny day, the middle of Parker’s
Piece, a parade of models promoting
designer cyclewear and their attractive city
bikes. It was a good day.
On the Saturday I was stunned by a display
of designer secure-cycle parking set against
an outline of a car – I’d love to see this tried
in Cambridge. A police officer came to the
Campaign’s stall and thanked us for our
Cycle Map – which helps him control city
centre cycling.
The fashion parade was even better on the
Sunday when they’d sorted out the music
and changed the layout. It felt like a new type
of event, and drew a new, younger audience
into the world of promoting cycling.
Simon Nuttall

I Bike Cambridge is a Cycle Cambridge
project, funded by Cycling England and
delivered by Cambridgeshire County Council
in partnership with Cambridge City Council
and South Cambridgeshire District Council.
Photgraphs top left and top right on this
page and top left and right on page 9 by
kind permission of Cyclodelic, taken by
Andrea Vladova.

Below: Simon tests
designer cycle parking
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Above: Simon trying
out a GoCycle electrically
assisted bike.
Below: Hugh Salt from
dutchbikes.co.uk being
interviewed.
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Cambridge Cycle Challenge
2010 has seen work-based challenges rolled out across 13
English cities by CTC and Get More People Cycling. The core idea
was to get businesses and organisations to see who can get the
most staff cycling for at least ten minutes during the Challenge
period. Companies compete against similar-sized organisations in
six categories.
The Cambridge Cycle Challenge,
funded by Cycle Cambridge,
ran for three weeks in June.
As co-ordinator, I sent out
dozens of emails in April and
May stressing the benefits for
companies of signing up for the
Challenge (improved health and
motivation, reduced congestion
and emissions). I handed out
flyers at cyclist hot spots and
knocked on doors of businesses all round the city. Cycle Cambridge
helped me with press coverage and promotion (being interviewed
by Star Radio’s Ginger Travel Ninja was memorable!).

By the end of the Challenge, 99 organisations had taken part, 2,422
people had each logged a trip, 131 of whom hadn’t been on a bike
in the last year. 163,834 miles were cycled (the equivalent of cycling
round the world over 6 times) and 38,357 kilograms of CO2 were
saved (by trips for transport rather than purely leisure purposes).
Individual and Top Three team prizes were handed out to winners
by local councillors Ian NimmoSmith and Nichola Harrison at a
ceremony at the County Council on
8 July.

‘There are many more people cycling
at Babraham now … I think it works
well because it takes an activity that
is largely individual and turns into a
“team” event’

Friendly competition turned out to be the key motivator for
participants. And ‘gentle social pressure on those who don’t cycle’
as Richard Topliss at Cambridge Mechatronics nicely put it. A userfriendly, dummy-proof website, www.cambridgecyclechallenge.
org.uk, where you quickly log rides and check results, also played
a large part in the success of the event. Part-time cyclists soon
became full-time.
Cambridge competed against Oxford, whose own Challenge
ran at the same time, to see which city could recruit the largest
number of new cyclists. This added incentive really inspired
participants to get bike-shy colleagues cycling, as did a series
of Dr Bike and cycle training sessions run by Outspoken.
As the weeks went by, it became apparent that a competitionwithin-a-competition was happening – between academic/
research organisations on one side and IT/high-tech companies
on the other. For some, it was the first time every member
of staff was involved in a common goal (a non-work-related
one, at least). And some of the most enthusiastic participants
worked for companies located in not very cycle-friendly
places, such as the Wellcome Trust out at Hinxton and the
Babraham Institute, both a long way south of Cambridge.
Michael Coleman commented ‘There are many more people
cycling at Babraham now … I think it works well because
it takes an activity that is largely individual and turns into a
“team” event’.
Other events were organised by businesses to coincide with
the Challenge and Bike Week: Bicycle User Group breakfasts,
after-work rides to the pub, etc. Amit Nair of Oakland turned
up at a Travel Plan Plus event to do his ten Challenge minutes
on a tandem, two recumbents and an electric bike. When
he got home, he fixed the puncture on his languishing bike
and cycled the 22 miles to work and back the very next day.
Most of his journey was ‘along dedicated cycle paths, a third
through meadows, no cars, no traffic lights and no jams.
Really enjoyed the ride and it took me just 10 minutes longer
than it would have by car! Saved petrol, money and got my
heart rate high!!’
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First place winners:
•
500+ staff: MRC Cambridge
Centre and Laboratory of
Molecular Biology, 19.8% of
staff cycled

•
200-499 staff: British
Antarctic Survey, 39.3% of staff cycled
•

50-199 staff: UNEP World Conservation Monitoring Centre,
77.38% of staff cycled

•

20-49 staff: IUCN, 95% of staff cycled

•

7-19 staff: Cambridge Mechatronics, 100% of staff cycled

•

3-6 staff: Hinxton Hall Finance - The Wellcome Trust, 100% of
staff cycled.
Vanessa Kelly

Lights for bikes
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Lights and reflectors for bikes

Why bother with lights and
reflectors?
There are many different reasons for having
bike lights and these influence what sorts
of lights one needs.
To be legal. The law says bikes must
have lights. In order to be legal the lights
must be correctly positioned – see our
Cycle Lighting Poster (enclosed with print
copies of this newsletter and available
on our website at www.camcycle.org.
uk/resources/lights) – and must generally
meet BS 6102/3 or an equivalent European
standard. ‘Equivalent European Standard’
is a rather vague phrase, but it is generally
agreed to mean a standard at least as good
as ours but from another EU country. The
only one I know which unambiguously and
uncontroversially conforms to this is the
German StVZO standard.
The legislation covering bicycle lighting is
the Road Vehicle Lighting Regulations 1989
(amended in 1994 and 2005), normally
abbreviated to RVLR.
However, as the police hardly have the
resources to stop people cycling without
any lights at all, you are very unlikely to be
stopped by anyone checking whether your

lights meet the standards. If you were in an
accident it might just be an issue.
To be seen. The light we need for this
will scatter the output over a wide angle,
although it may ‘weight’ it towards the
central direction (straight ahead or behind).
It may be flashing or steady. Light-coloured
or high-visibility clothing also help, as
do extra lights, reflectors and reflective
material.
To see. Seeing where you are going
and whether there are any obstacles is
important, especially across commons and
on rural routes where there are no street
lights. This will need to be a steady light,
and with a beam shaped appropriately to
illuminate the road without dazzling other
road or path users.
To set a good example – it doesn’t do
cycling good for cyclists to be branded as
law-breakers who cannot even bother to
have working lights.
To cover yourself in the event of an
accident – you don’t want to run the risk
of being made to carry any or all of the
blame for any accident, as this can reduce
any compensation that you may otherwise
be due, either for injuries, or for damage
to bike, clothing, or luggage. It could

potentially even mean you having to pay
compensation to the other party in any
collision.

Reflectors
Legally, you MUST have a red reflector to the
rear of the cycle and amber reflectors fitted
to the front and back of both pedals (unless
your bicycle was manufactured before
1985 when do not need pedal reflectors).
At point of sale, a bicycle should also have
a white front reflector and white or yellow
wheel reflectors.
All legally-required reflectors must conform
to BS 6102/2 or an equivalent European
standard.
You may fit additional reflectors, but must
not show a red reflector to the front or a
white reflector to the rear.
The rear reflector may be incorporated in
the same physical unit as the rear light.

Choosing lights
There is a huge range of bike lights
available, from tiny ones that fit in a wallet
to very powerful but bigger and heavier
ones. Not all are suitable for all purposes:
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an LED running. Halogen bulbs are better
conserved by being switched off when not
needed.

Lithium cells have the largest capacity of
anything for their weight and size, but are
expensive.

The best dynamo lights incorporate a
standlight (a small capacitor or battery that
stores enough power to keep the lights
working for a couple of minutes when you
stop).

If you have a need for very powerful lights
(maybe for off-road use) you will probably
be stuck with dedicated Li-Ion or Lead Acid
cells, which are much more expensive and
need a dedicated charger. Prices are high
for this type of light, and they probably fall
outside the scope of this article.

Battery lights

Our Cycle Lighting Poster, included
with this newsletter. If you don’t
have a paper copy or want more,
please contact us

the very small ones may not meet British
or European Standards, while at the other
extreme, heavy and powerful lights may still
not meet the standard because they may
dazzle other road users!
Within reason though, anything is better
than nothing. Of course, none of them is
any use if left at home!
This brings us to the first question – dynamos
or battery powered lights?

Dynamo lights
Dynamo lights have the benefit of always
being on the bike, and once purchased they
are cheap or free to operate (halogen lights
need spare bulbs occasionally, and you
should always carry one and know how to
fit it). Hub dynamos are more efficient and
reliable, but far more expensive than roller
dynamos, which press against the tyre.
Some tyres are not suitable for driving
sidewall positioned roller dynamos, and
there is a more rarely seen type which fits
behind the bottom bracket (in front of the
rear tyre) and is driven by the centre of the
tyre tread, although these are of course
unsuitable for use with knobbly mountain
bike tyres.
A light for a hub dynamo will need a
switch, if you want to be able to turn it off,
although there is so little drag from a good
hub dynamo that you may choose to leave
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Battery lights are usually only fitted when
required, and may be at risk of theft if left on
the bike; they can however be transferred
more easily between bikes, so may be more
economical if you have more than one
bicycle. They also allow you to choose the
appropriate light for the trip you are making
– why take an expensive high-quality light
for a few hundred yards in a brightly lit
area, or carry super bright off-road lights
(which may well be illegally bright on the
road and will certainly have heavy batteries)
when you have no intention of straying off
the tarmac. In a brightly lit town a cheap
blinking LED may actually be better, and is
easier to slip into a pocket when you lock
the bike up.
The cheapest lights are small battery lights
with a LED.
The most expensive are large battery lights
with an HID (high intensity discharge),
halogen bulb(s) or multiple LEDs with huge
power output and dedicated rechargeable
batteries. It is actually possible to spend over
£1000 on a bicycle light!

Alternatives: solar-powered and windup lights exist, but they are probably best
regarded as novelties or experimental at
present.

The lighting unit
Light sources can be incandescent bulbs,
LEDs or HID.
Incandescent bulbs (mostly halogen) are
the conventional sort, and it is only relatively
recently that has been any alternative to
them. The lights are usually in the middle
range of output unless powered by a
dedicated battery system, and they are not
as efficient as newer LED systems. They are,
however, still popular, and some of the best
low priced-but-legal headlights use them.
If they are battery powered they will either
be heavy or have a very limited range. I
only know of a few currently available
incandescent rear lights, and they are all
designed for dynamo use, so would need
a battery case adding if you wanted to use
them that way.

Flashing lights are only legal as the primary light if
they flash between 60 and 240 times a minute with
even flashes, emit at least 4 candela, and ... have BS
or equivalent approval
Types of battery
Unless you have unusual needs, it is
generally better to stick to lights which use
standard types of battery (AA, AAA) as you
can obtain these almost anywhere if you
get caught out. Even if you prefer to use
rechargables (and I do), both the cells and
the chargers are readily available.
Disposable batteries may be best if you only
have a very occasional need for lights or a
requirement for extremely long endurance,
as they have a long shelf-life and good
capacity (if you buy alkaline or lithium cells).

LEDs form by far the largest segment of the
cycle lighting market today, and with good
reason. They are efficient, can have a high
output for the power they consume, have
extremely long life (typically 100,000 hours)
are almost completely immune to ‘blowing’,
and can be switched on and off as fast or
as often as you like, making them the only
sensible choice for flashing lights. Almost all
currently available battery rear cycle lights
are LEDs.
HIDs are very bright, very expensive, use
lots of power, and are unsuited to frequent
switching on/off (so are no use as a flashing
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light). They fall firmly into the type of light
that is beyond the scope of this article.

You may find it advantageous to use two
rear lights, so that one can be flashing and
one steady, as well as providing back-up for
each other.

Flashing or steady?
For conspicuity, flashing lights do have
some advantages, as they have a tendency
to draw the eye, and as no other vehicle
uses flashing head and tail lights they do
highlight the presence of a bicycle. Steady
lights are less immediately conspicuous, but
are easier to follow, so drivers can work out
where you are going more easily. Flashing
lights are only legal as the primary light
if they flash between 60 and 240 times a
minute with even flashes, emit at least 4
candela, and (if they are capable of a steady
mode of operation) have BS or equivalent
approval. They are useless for seeing where
you are going outside street lit areas. It is
very uncomfortable following someone
with flashing rear lights, so it is good
practice to switch them to a constant mode
when riding as part of a group.
A steady, bright headlight is essential for
riding outside street-lit areas.

Beam pattern
Lights used entirely in street-lit areas only
need to be visible to others, but outside those
areas they need to let you see properly. This
is the point at which a front position light
(all that is legally required) becomes a real
headlight. Headlights require us to consider
the beam pattern – we don’t want to waste
light where it is not needed, or to direct it
into the eyes of other road users. We do
want to illuminate the road in front of us
to a reasonable distance, and far enough to
the sides to make it possible to see where
we are going on bends and corners. This is a
very good reason (apart from the legal one)
to use lights which conform to a decent
standard (UK or otherwise) for this type of
lighting. The best alternative to the British
Standard, from our point of view in the UK,
is the German standard. This is because 1)
it is legally acceptable here, 2) lights that
conform to it are surprisingly even more
readily available than BS approved ones,
and 3) they put the light where we need it.
The German standard is called StVZO, and
the approval number will be embossed
on the light casing as a ‘k’ followed by 3
numeric digits.
The best-known brand for both battery
and dynamo lights that are all legal in
the UK is Busch & Müller, and they are
very good indeed, although they have no

If you ever have reason to take a bicycle on
a railway platform, make absolutely sure
that all lights, particularly RED lights, are
OFF. If your rear light is a standlight with no
off switch, cover it securely. It is a serious
breach of railway by-laws to display a
spurious red light on or alongside the track,
and can cause major disruption to services.

Battery care

Beam pattern: we don’t want to waste
light where it is not needed
blinking lights, as these are not legal under
German regulations. Many other brands
are available, but I know of no other which
only supplies lights that meet relevant
standards. Many lights are only suitable
as ‘supplementary’ lights, as they have no
approval at all, and this includes almost all
the Chinese lights available on well known
internet auction sites. They’ll light up the
road (and the retinas of oncoming drivers),
and the police probably won’t bother you,
but as the power of cycle lights keeps
rising, I expect the powers that be to start
expressing an interest in lights which dazzle
oncoming road users.

Using lights
Position them carefully – see the Lighting
Poster for legal requirements – especially if
you want them to light your way. It should
be directed so that the beam does not
dazzle oncoming road users.
You can choose to adjust a proper bicycle
headlight as a ‘dipped beam’, and fit one
of the super-bright torch based lights as a
‘high beam’, but if you do, make sure you
can switch the high beam off as soon as you
see any oncoming road user.
Better quality lights will often have
alternative or additional mounting brackets
available, and if you use the same lights
on more than one bike it is well worth
getting additional brackets, as moving them
between bikes takes time, is fiddly, and
risks damaging them. You may also wish to
mount a light in a different position, so that
it is not obscured by luggage.

Unless you use disposable batteries, you will
need to consider how to get the best out of
them. The most common type is the NickelMetal Hydride cell (NiMH), Their major
problem is that they self-discharge when
not in use, so the cells that you charged
up and put in the lights may be half-flat
a few weeks later when you need them.
The latest type, Low Self-Discharge (LSD)
NiMH cells do not suffer from this. They are
also usually supplied pre-charged, which
explains the other name they are given –
Hybrid cells (pre-charged like a disposable,
but rechargeable).
Cheap chargers just push power into the cell,
and may keep doing so even if it is already
full, or switch themselves off with a timer
before a full charge is reached. This is bad
for the cell, and should be avoided. Better
chargers will measure the rate of change
of the battery voltage, the temperature,
and the time on charge, and use all three
in deciding when to reduce to a trickle
‘maintenance’ charge. A good charger may
also recondition the cells, and will indicate
any that are faulty. Rechargeable cells work
best if you use all their capacity every time,
so unless you really need to avoid replacing
cells mid-ride, it’s best to carry the fresh ones
as spares and only fit them when the lights
go dim. Then just recharge the ones that are
fully discharged when you get home.
Always carry spares!
Bulbs need to be regarded as consumable
items, and you should make sure you know
how to change them and always carry a
spare.
Handlebar ends or under the saddle are
good places to keep a spare bulb, rolled in
bubblewrap, if there is no space in the light
housing itself.
Phil Lee
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Book review

Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne
Those of us who were at the Campaign’s
August meeting were treated to a few
quotations from this book, and I’m glad to
say that I have now got around to reading
my copy. You might not expect the leader of
the most prestigious art-rock band (Talking
Heads, of course) to know much about
urban planning and sustainable societies,
but you’d be wrong. He’s been riding bikes
in New York City since the early 1980s,
and discovered folders in the late 1980s –
he was soon taking one on tour with him,
and continues to do so as he travels the
world (though now he’s more involved with
contemporary art than with music).
However, this isn’t really a book about
cycling, but more about social insights
largely obtained while cycling through
cities worldwide – although he rides the
train through Baltimore, where he grew
up, and rents a Land Cruiser in the centre
of Australia. It’s what he calls ‘a “Fantastic Voyage” through the
collective brain’ – a fairly random set of insights into different
cultures and the way we live today across the world.

There’s a chapter on London, where he uses
his bike a lot, but doesn’t have anything
much to say about cycling as such. Finally, at
page 243, the chapter on Byrne’s hometown
of New York is mainly to do with the boom
in cycling there, which he ascribes largely
to young creative types increasingly living
in Brooklyn and cycling to Manhattan, with
numbers on the bridges rising three- or fourfold in 2008 alone! In addition to the usual
white-painted-line cycle lanes, there are also
now appearing new cycle lanes separated
from the traffic by barriers or parked cars,
which make cycling feel far safer. Byrne gives
a nice tip of the hat here to the Warrington
Cycle Campaign’s Facility of the Month, by
the way.
There is a short appendix on choosing bikes
and helmets, and Byrne’s sketches for quirky
bike racks tailored to specific New York City
locations (such as a dollar sign on Wall Street)
– but overall, readable and interesting as it is, as I said above, this is
not a book about cycling.
David Byrne Bicycle Diaries (Faber p/b 2009) ISBN 978 0571 241033 £8.99
Tim Burford

Sports and Relaxation
Massage
One hour’s treatment is £30 –
half-hour treatments are ineffective.

Photomap this month:
editor’s pick
#24943: for any cyclist wanting a hand when
volunteering to be Santa’s helper

If this is not affordable
please let me know!
Home visits available.
Hope to see you very soon.
Bryan Ward LSSM DIP.
Go to my site for more information
or call me: 07952563991
www.cb1massage.co.uk
This month’s pick from the CycleStreets photomap on our
website. For more cycling-related photos of Cambridge and
beyond, or to add your own, visit
www.cyclestreets.net/photomap
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Campaign diary
October 2010
Tue 5

8.00 pm

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30 pm,
and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members). Our speaker will be Carlton
Reid, travel writer and editor of BikeBiz.com, Bikeforall.net, Quickrelease.tv, iPayRoadTax.com and
BiketoWorkBook.com

Thu 7

5.30 pm

Newsletter review meeting. Grads Café on the top floor of the University Centre.

Sun 31

Newsletter 93 deadline. Please send copy to newsletter-articles@camcycle.org.uk . Members are warmly
invited to write articles (style guidelines available) and are invited to contact the Editor in the first instance.
November 2010

Tue 2

8.00pm

Annual General Meeting (see 5 October for venue). The speaker will be Mike Davies, of Cycle Cambridge.

Thu 25

7.30pm

Newsletter stuffing at Baby Milk Action offices, 34 Trumpington Street. Help very much welcomed.
December 2010

Tue 7

8.00pm

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 5 October for details.

Thu 2

5.30pm

Newsletter review meeting. Grads Café, University Centre, Mill Lane.

Mon 13

from 7pm Social gathering. Join us for a seasonal gathering at CB2 café, 5-7 Norfolk Street

City and County Council committees
Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues. Joint Development Control
Committee meetings, which determine the Planning Applications
relating to the major housing development proposals for the
Cambridge sub-region, are also open to the public.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign studies and comments upon
agendas and papers for Cambridge Traffic Management Area
Joint Committee meetings, and these meetings are also open
to the public. Details of venue and agenda are available about a
week beforehand at www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/
OCTOBER 2010
Thu 7

10 am

Wed 13 10 am
Thu 14 7 pm
Mon 18 2 pm

Joint Development Control - Cambridge
Fringes
Joint Development Control - Cambridge
Fringes - Development Control Forum
East Area Committee
Cambridge Traffic Management Area Joint
Committee

Adept at DTP?
Cambridge Cycling Campaign prides itself on producing a
professional-quality newsletter every two months. This is done
using the skills of our members – all we pay for is printing and
some postage. We have clear processes for ensuring production
goes smoothly, including some wonderful software written for
us which makes collaboration and collating comments simple
(see www.ensembling.com). But we still need people to help. In
particular, we need more people who can take the articles and
photos and lay them out using DTP software – we can supply
templates, fonts etc. But more copy-editors, proofreaders and
indeed people to write articles, take good photos and draw
illustrations, are also welcomed. If you can help, please contact
us. Many thanks.

Wed 20 9.30 am Planning Committee
Thu 28 7.30 pm West/Central Area Committee
NOVEMBER 2010
Tue 2

10 am

Joint Development Control – Cambridge
Fringes
Wed 10 10 am
Joint Development Control – Cambridge
Fringes Development Control Forum
Thu 11 7 pm
South Area Committee
Tue 16 9.30 am Development Plan Scrutiny Sub‑Committee
Wed 17 9.30 am Planning Committee
Wed 24 10 am
Development Control Forum
Thu 25 6.30 pm North Area Committee
DECEMBER 2010
Thu 2

10 am

Wed 8

10 am

Joint Development Control – Cambridge
Fringes
Joint Development Control – Cambridge
Fringes Development Control Forum

Cycle rides
The Cambridge group of the CTC organises a range of
rides, including Saturday morning introductory rides twice
a month except in the winter. These are their shortest and
easiest rides and are intended to be suitable for everyone.
These rides start at 10.00 am at Brookside and cover
about 15-20 miles at a gentle pace, stopping for
refreshments at a café along the way. Anyone able to
cycle around Cambridge should be fine on these rides. See
www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for details.

Monica Frisch
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YOUR STREETS THIS MONTH
Hills Road cycle lane
There is a lovely smooth, slightly red, new
surface on the southbound stretch of Hills
Road between the City Centre and Station
Road. I regularly cycle the section from the
Catholic Church to Station Road at peak
hours, and I must admit to having been
horrified initially when an Advisory Cycle
Lane was painted on the new surface rather
than the Mandatory Cycle Lane that had
been there before. I gather however, that
the Traffic Regulation Order for the original
lane is still active, so it can be reinstated if
necessary.
Having used the road for four days since
then, including now all the schools are
back, I’m prepared to give it a longer try. It
is definitely wider than the old lane which
should mean there is more of a chance
of getting past very slow cyclists, and the
totally stationary traffic is further away from
you as you whizz past. The lane now starts
the moment you get onto the stretch I use,
at the junction with Gonville Place, which is
a real advantage as often drivers wanting
to take the first left turn would completely
block my path. They seem to be obeying the
road markings and no longer pulling over
to the left very early and then grinding to a
halt, queueing and blocking my route so I
had to sit and queue too. The old cycle lane
used to start after Harvey Road. As long as

drivers don’t invade the lane in
order to queue or dangerously
cut in, the wider width should
be an improvement.
Parking controls
However, what still needs
to be done is to put back
the yellow marks (denoting
a loading restriction) clearly
painted on the pavement, so
that Local Authority Parking
Enforcement
officers
can
actually enforce the loading
ban at peak times. Were they
able to do that, they’d have
rich pickings and it would be
worth their while to visit the
area at least once a week. It
would also be an improvement
if the loading ban stretched
the entire length. Quite why a
Richmond’s coach is allowed
to block what is now an
Advisory Cycle Lane opposite the Catholic
church for a full five minutes around 8.30
am every morning is beyond me. The road
is very narrow with a central island, and the
coach wide enough to make it impossible
for cyclists to do otherwise than join the
queue of stationary traffic. This, combined
with the frequent illegally-loading lorries
and taxi drivers getting snacks, is really what
makes this stretch of road sometimes slow
and dangerous to cycle along.
Heather Coleman

Fisher Square:
bad news good news
Earlier this year officers from the city council
proposed that Fisher Square should have
some cycle parking reinstalled. As anyone
who uses the Grand Arcade cycle park will
tell you, this gets full far more often than
when it first opened so any extra parking
would be welcomed.
So we were very disappointed to see that
the Officer report to the West / Central
Area Committee late last month was
recommending that cycle parking not be
approved in this area due to ‘lack of available
space’ and that anti-cycle notices should be
attached to railings and cycles removed.

Fisher Square: in 2006 and 2010
The history of this site is that Fisher Square
used to have a large amount of cycle
parking, which was effectively ‘stolen’ from
the area as a result of the developments
nearby. This was done on the basis that the
Grand Arcade cycle park would take up the
existing parking need, despite it actually
being intended to deal with the additional
demand generated by the new shopping
mall. The cycle park closes at 11 pm which
is pretty inconvenient for anyone wanting
to go to a concert at the Corn Exchange or
see a play at the Arts Theatre.
The fact that officers were suggesting that
signs be put up to discourage parking and
that bikes would be removed shows that
there is clearly a demand for cycle parking
there. On the whole, bikes don’t cause a
problem though obviously there is a need to
make sure bikes don’t block the wheelchair
ramp. People would use cycle racks if they
were provided, and discourage them from
putting their bikes where they might block
access and cause resentment.
These comments were sent to the West/
Central Area Committee meeting on behalf
of the cycle parking subgroup and the
councillors decided to defer the decision
and consider whether in fact racks could be
installed.
Bev Nicolson
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